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CHAPTER. l Infroduction

Electric power system studies are facilitated by various software packages. Some

examples are listed below. The simulation package PSCAD/EMTDC is a powerful tool in

performing the transient analysis of an electrical circuit where the package provides a

graphical interface to construct the circuit based on developed library blocks inter-con-

nected, an engine component to simulate, and displays to view simulation results. A sec-

ond program MATLAB, structured to facilitate in the implementation of matrix

computations is useful when the electrical system is developed from its mathematical

equations where eigenvalue or frequency domain analysis can easily be applied. Another

popular package is PSPICE which provides different tools in evaluating electrical circuits,

where the analysis can be done in the frequency or time domain. The three programs differ

in the functions that they provide but all have developed graphical interfaces to aid in their

utilization. Depending on the application and the requirement of the analysis one program

will be beneficial to use over the others, however there are cases when analyzingthe elec-

trical system requires more then one program, and the aim of this research is in using the

synergy of two separate programs in one simulation study.
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Such is the case in integrating the performance of power electronic equipment with

control systems. For controi design, analysis and simulation, the progtams within MAT-

LAB provide the most powerful tools. Within the package there are additional toolboxes

for controi systems, robust controi design, simulink control design, simulink response

optimizer, and many more associated within the "MAILAB Product Family" [21]. Within

the toolboxes there are graphical aids to generate root locus or Nyquist plots and provide a

display of the system connections, and view the system transfer functions to list a few. The

toolboxes also contain routines to convert transfer functions to state values or state values

to transfer functions. The important point from listing these features is that MATLAB

delivers an exceptional control development environment. In the area of power electronics

PSCAD/EMTDC is an exceptional program where alarge number of circuit elements are

readily available within its library. PSCAD/EMTDC also has the ability to handle large

electrical circuits, where the limitation for an electrical circuit is the number of circuit

nodes and not the number of elements. The program also incorporates methods to accu-

rately simulate the switches within a circuit, the exact tuming off instances of a device,

and methods to remove solution inaccuracies, to list a few. Again the point of listing some

of the feature within PSCAD/EMTDC is to show that the program provides an exceptional

environment to handle power electronics.

The problem that exists is when the power elecfronics are used to stabilize a circuit.

The timing of when these devices are turned on and offcan remove unwanted signal char-

acteristics, however finding the appropriate controlier and controlling the timing pulses is

a very diffrcult task. If these two programs can be made to work synergetically it would
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allow for the development of controllers to systems where quality is just as important as to

quantity. In some electronic equipment the supply voltages have to maintain a constant

level and if it is not maintained it could affect other parts of the circuit.

Before one begins to establish an interface between two individual programs one

should as far as possible understand the nuances of each program to avoid interfering with

established program operations. Limiting the abilities of either program can be devastating

where users inadvertently select a feature within that program that now must be detected

and disabled when the interface is required. In establishing the interface to allow features

of each program to work unconditionally required no detection, which in effect reduces

the complexity of its implementation. Users should also have the basic knowledge on how

to implement the interface but do not have to be totally familiar with its detailed operation.

Also with a hybrid simulation one package will generally incorporate a capability that is

not present in the other. Through the interface, methods must be developed to extend the

capabilities of the other software package such as not to limit any features during the inter-

face.

When executing a dynamic simulation, basic simulation parameters need to be syn-

chronized. These parameters are the simulation start and stop time, processing of func-

tions that transpire during the simulation (i.e. saving of data at a specific time interval), the

incremental time steps or in some cases maximum allowable incremental time step, and

finally the storing of results for display or plotting purposes. These critical tasks will have

to be addressed in the interface where one program must be selected to initiate all these
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decisions. This however only leaves the other software program isolated in its solving

methods.

1.1 Objective

The goal of this thesis is to explain methods of interfacing diverse simulation and

modeling packages. In particular the interfacing between PSCAD/EMTDC and MAT-

LAB/SIMULINK. Within system operating platforms there are routines to allow shared

memory among programs which allow the reading and writing of data to memory

addresses outside a programs assigned memory. In Windows there are routines to transfer

blocks of text from one program to another. An example is the transfer of text from Word

to Excel through cut and paste. The challenge with the purposed interface is the flow of

data has to be continuous in between the two programs during the entire simulation run.

Where a simulation ntn can take a matter of a few seconds to complete or several hours

depending on the complexity.

The second goal is to solve a difficult engineering problem by using the combined sys-

tems of PSCAD/EMTDC and MATLAB/SIMULINK. Although PSCAD/EMTDC is a

powerful software package, it is limited by the number of models provided within the

package. SIMULINK, which is incorporated into MATLAB, has different toolboxes for

different fields of study and depending on user requirements additional toolboxes can be

added. Such as a toolbox to synthesize a controller. The difficult problern to be solved is in

the synthesizingof a controller where unknowns exist within the circuit, however the con-

troller must still be able to stabilize the circuit. The routine to synthesize the controller,

which is further discussed in Chapter 3 is iterative, ideal for the MATLAB environment.
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To incorporate the same routine for PSCAD would require integrating the mathematical

routines into the FORTRAN language, increasing the development time for a new func-

tion which may not be applicable to electrical systems. The use of an interface will allow

users to model the electrical system in PSCAD/EMTDC and the controller in MATLAB/

SIMULINK for a simulation of the entire system. Based on the results of the simulation a

decision can be made on the effectiveness of the synthesis routine. If the toolbox is advan-

tageous for applications to electrical systems then a decision can be made to integrate this

particular function into PSCADÆMTDC.

In integrating both programs together the different disciplines of study can effectively

be applied to the elechical system under consideration solving the difficult problem with

relative ease. However with these two powerful programs executing at the same time it is

expected that the time to complete the simulation will be longer than if one package per-

forming the whole simulation. Within the operating system the two simulation programs

are vying to run simultaneously, both requiring processing time and memory. However

there is the advantage that the synergy of the combined capabilities will enable solutions

to problems that were not solvable before the establishment of the interface.

Outline of Thesis

To reach the goals of this thesis in developing an interface to incorporate the power of

two simulation programs into one study this thesis contains the following. Chapter 2high-

lights the features of each software package, where an analysis of each software capabili-

ties is presented. Chapters 3 to 5 present examples of how a difficult problem can be

1.2
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solved with this approach. The difficult problem to be solved is the "H.o Control Problem"

where it is used to synthesis a controller for an electrical circuit. Chapter 3 describes the

principles behind the H.o Control Problem. Within the chapter there is the description of

what the problem is and how it is solved for systems with measured feedback. How this is

applied to the electrical circuit is presented in Chapter 5. Chapter 4 is a discussions of the

issues related to creating an interface, the problems encountered and how they were

solved. Chapter 5 presents the results of three different simulations. The first two detail the

efficiency of the interface and last simulation presents the control synthesis solution using

both programs. Finally, Chapter 6 is a discussion on the results with future recommenda-

tions.



CHAPTER 2 Simulation Frograms

There are several software packages developed to simulate an electrical system,

PSCAD/EMTDC, ATP/EMTP, LABVIEW, PSPICE, and MATLAB/SIMULINK to list a

few, where each one has its own advantages and disadvantages. Developed into each of

these programs are a library of components where users can build their electrical system

based on these building blocks. The richness of these libraries, the capabilities of the pro-

Brâm, the Graphical User Interface and generally the versatility of the program to identi$r

effors are some of the factors to consider when selecting one software package over

another.

Each program develops its library tailored to its solution algorithm, and there are cases

that a program has developed libraries that does not exist in another or unable to be easily

reproduced. Thus to be able to use developed libraries users will have to switch over to the

other software program, or develop their own component for that particular program. An

altemative method is to allow communication between two separate simulation packages

and utilize the components from both packages. However before establishing any commu-
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nication between two programs the capabilities of each program must be elaborated. This

thesis deals with creating an interface between PSCAD/EMTDC and MATLAB/SIM-

ULINK and thus the following outlines the capabilities of each program.

2.1 PSCAD/EMTDC {(POWER SYSTEMS COMPUTER ArDED
DESIGN)/(ELECTROMAGNETIC TRANSIENTS
including DIRECT CURRENT)Ì

PSCAD/EMTDC is a type of Electromagnetic Transient Simulation Program (emtp)

available for simulating short term transient phenomena in an electrical network 112,261.

Since its inception the simulation package has been developed into two interacting pro-

grams, EMTDC the solution engine and PSCAD the graphical interface tool to provide a

virtual display of the electrical network.

2.2 PSCAD

PSCAD is a graphical interface program used to eliminate script writing by the user.

Primarily the program provides the visual display of the network with all its interconnec-

tions. The electrical network is created by building up the system from individual compo-

nents that are interconnected by wires in the design page or if required for the system the

use of a transmission line. Some of these individual components are provided in the stan-

dard library of the package, others can be purchased as an extension to the library and

they can also be developed by the user. A screen capture of the program viewing some of

its library components is shown in Figure 2.1. Within the master library there is part of the

assembly of a HVDC converter with controls which demonstrates how individual compo-

nent are connected through a wire to build up a circuit. Since electrical circuits are pre-
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sented through a graphical display the software package provides tools to aid in the

creation of the new components and editors to view the added script.
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The program also provides a visual display of the simulation results. For an electrical

system these results include physical quantities of the devices utilized such as voltage

measurements, current measurements, real and reactive power, or electrical/mechanical

torque. Within the standard library of the package there are different displays such as

graphs and meters that the user can select. PSCAD also includes library components to

convert the simulation time domain solution to the phase domain allowing the user the

choice of output format.
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To input a change into the program there are control blocks in the library package that

take the form of buttons, sliders, switches, and timers. These controls are updated at each

time step to ensure that the new input value corresponds to the simulation time interval.

The main advantage of the program is that users can construct electrical networks

quickly by copying components from the package library to their design page. The more

complex the system, the more time required to construct and veriff all the parameters in

the simulation. Designs can also be incorporated into several pages where data is trans-

ferred from one page to another. For PSCAD users who need to develop their own compo-

nents, there exists development tools to aid in creating the component's graphics and

development tools to edit the component's script. If the new component is part of the elec-

trical network there are subroutines that the user must be familiar with to retrieve node

data and in most cases update the node data with its solution. In writing the script for the

model the user must also be familiar with the solution techniques used in EMTDC.

What occurs at the start of a simulation run in PSCAD is that the graphical representa-

tion of the system has to be converted into executable program code. There are several

steps involved in this processes however the general flow is such that the graphical repre-

sentation generates a FORTRAN script based on how the blocks are interconnected. The

FORTRAN file is then compiled into an executable program, which is processed within

EMTDC. The compiler can be the freeware GNU compiler, or the commercially available

compiler DIGITAL FORTRAN. In the conversion process data files containing network

information are also generated. These additional files are updated only when changes are

made in the system. If the system is constructed by several subsystems then for each sub-

10
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system there is a set of data files and those data files are only updated when changes are

made in that subsystem. This eliminates the need to convert all the data files for the whole

system at the start of a simulation run. When the graphical representation of the system is

converted into executable format the simulation process begins by engaging the EMTDC

engine.

2.3 EMTDC

The basic function of the EMTDC engine is solving the instantaneous electromagnetic

and electromechanical transient time domain of values in an electrical system based on the

trapezoidal integration rule. The fundamental loop of the EMTDC is shown inFigxe2.2

[26]. Within the figure there are two locations in the looping algorithm to handle system

dynamics; "Master Dynamically Subroutine" DSDYN and "Output Definition Subrou-

tine" DSOUT integrated with the network solution algorithm. DSDYN is intended to han-

dle most control dynamics, while DYOUT handles output quantities after the network

solution. By allowing the user to select where the dynamics of the component are incorpo-

rated into the calculations they can avoid time step delays between the controls and the

electrical network.

11
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Network
Solution

System Dynam

Fig.2.2 Simplified Structure of EMTDC

The simulation of an electrical system is based on converting the elements within the

stem into their Norton Equivalent. Changes to the system are modeled using current

source injectors that are updated at each time step. The solution to the network then

reduces to solving; [V]:[C1-t*[I]. Utilizing the information from the previous time step

and trapezoidal integration with a fixed time step the solution to the instantaneous time

values can be obtained. The choice of using trapezoidal integration is for its preservation

of stability over a range of time steps, which holds for linear systems.[3,25]

2.4 MATRIX LABORATORY. "MATLAB''

MATLAB is a software program developed to implement mathematical routines in the

computer environment. The software program provides an interfacing display and a

library of routines that can perform any mathematical calculation available on a high per-

/
ics
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formance calculator. The program exceeds the ability of the calculator by allowing users

to develop new routines or to utilize several developed routines to solve mathematical

problems. The major advantage of MATLAB is how it handles data arrays without index-

ing or first dimensioning. The program also assumes all data input to be an anay and

mathematical operators are operators for matrices. The MATLAB program consists of 5

basic parts: The Development Environment, Mathematical Function Library, Program-

ming Language, Graphics, and Application Program Interface (API) 120,21,221.

2.4,1 Development Environment

The Development Environment as shown in Figure 2.3 is the main graphical interface

to the program, and the starting and ending point to all MATLAB mathematical computa-

tions, or programs including simulations. The Development Environment encompasses

several working environments for executing a MATALB program, creating MATLAB

scripts, displaying results, and displaying simulation/environment parameters. The Devel-

opment Environment consists of MATLAB Desktop, where users have access to the Com-

mand Window to perform all tasks, the editor window to type MATLAB script, debugger

to aid in programming issues, browsers to view various data contained in MATLAB mem-

ory and previous commands executed.

13
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Fig. 2. 3 Development Environment

2.4.2 Mathematical Function Library

The Mathematical Function Library is a library of computational algorithms included

with the software package. MATLAB is developed to handle matrix computations and

hence incorporates into its library packages with necessary algorithms. Also included into

the library are standard mathematical routines found on any scientific calculator. The

library package is developed such that large and complex computational routines can be

built from smaller ones existing within the standard library, and newly developed routines

can easily be shared with others.
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2.4.3 Programming Language

MATLAB has developed a high level programming language for users to easily imple-

ment their own routines. MATLAB incorporates standard programming features such as

conditional statements, data structures, and object oriented programming. Within the lan-

guage users can develop complex applications with appropriate Graphical Users Interface

with simple commands and formatting issues in the text editor provided with the program.

2.4.4 Graphics

To aid in displaying the results, MATLAB incorporates graphical tools. These tools aid

in displaying two-dimensional or three-dimensional graphs, along with creating presenta-

tions involving animation. For user-developed programs there are tools to aid in construc-

tion of a display window to input or ouþut program parameters. These complex graphical

interlaces can be customized through the Graphical Development Editor.

2.4.5 Application Program Interfacing

Application Program Interface (API) is a library of routines developed to allow com-

munication with other applications. One advantage in utilizing API is that the programs or

routines already developed in another computer language such as C, C++, or FORTRAN

can be incorporated into a MATLAB program. This communication channel can also be

reversed to allow MATLAB to integrate into C, C*r or FORTRAN programs. Previously

developed routines in either language can be interchanged through the use of the API rou-

tines, decreasing the development time of the simulation. API can also be used to

increase the performance of a simulation. For calculations involving multiple iterations

15
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the computational time of MATLAB is quite high. To increase its performance, functional

routines may be developed in another language where the efficiency is quite high in repet-

itive looping and only the result is channeled back into MATLAB. The reverse is that the

MATLAB environment may be utilized to execute a routine already available within its

library package.

2.4.6 SIMULINK

An additional extension to MATLAB is the ability to study system dynamics with the

environment dependent program SIMULINK as shown in Figure 2.4118,211. This addi-

tional program with its GUI provides an environment to model and to simulate dynamical

systems similar to that of PSCAD/EMTDC. A capability of SIMULINK allows for varia-

tions of how the user can define their models. Because MATLAB is a mathematical pro-

gram a component block in SIMULINK can either be represented by simple transfer

function or it can be represented by its states. SIMULINK also allows for the modeling of

the component for discrete time studies (z-domain). Within SIMULINK users can speciff

simulation parameters similar to PSCAD along with a different solver: Rung-Kutta,

Domand-Prince, and Euler to name a few. Unlike EMTDC where the program only uti-

lizes trapezoidal integration as the solver, SIMULINK is equipped with different solution

algorithms. Within the simulation parameters section the user can select result data to be

written back into MATLAB, allowing other routines to access the data. These capabilities

make SIMULINK an ideal environment to study system dynamics an it is widely used in

multiple disciplines where real elements are represented by their mathematical equations.

t6
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Fig.2.4 SIMULINK Screen Capture

2.5 Summary

PSCAD/EMTDC is designed to simulate the transients of an electrical system on a

computer. The structure of the program allows users to develop the electrical system by a

graphical interface. The program has the previously mentioned features of an added

library, which contains electrical components that users can use to make up their system,

and tools to develop new components. The advantage of such a program is that users can

construct new systems by applying the basic building blocks within the added library, and

test how these systems will react under applied conditions. Although the advantages of the

program are mainly with the graphical interface, the program would not exist without the

solution engine EMTDC, which prefonns the calculations for the electrical network. The

EMTDC program is a continuous loop that solves the network equations by using trape-

zoidal integration. MATLAB on the other hand is a different type of program that was pri-
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mary developed to implement mathematical routines through its graphical interface.

Provided with the software package is a development environment that users can use to

create new routines or implement existing ones to solve complex mathematical problems.

An additional development environment that is part of MATLAB is SIMULINK, used for

studying system dynamics. The flexibility of how the system can be modeled either by

transfer function or states, and the variations of solution algorithms are some of the fea-

tures of the program. Independently the performance of these two software packages is

exceptional, however interfacing them together there is the expectation of providing an

even stronger simulation environment where the benefrt is in the extended libraries that

would be accessible without having to redevelop them for the other package. This inter-

face can be a vital tool to solving difficult engineering problems that each program alone

would not be capable of performing.

18
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A complex problem in control engineering is designing controllers for systems that

contain unknown variables or are heavily subjected to a disturbance. In designing a con-

troller for this environment it must be stable. That is, when the controller is active the out-

put of the system has to maintain a given operating point within a set tolerance. One

method to find such a controller is known as the H- control synthesis problem that has the

ability to synthesize a controller for these environments. What differs this method from

others is the way the performance of the system is measured, known by the H- norm.

The ability of the synthesis procedure is that given a system in terms of its mathemati-

cal equations there exists a procedure to find a controller that maintains its performance

objectives. How one accurately models the system or determines the performance of the

output will determine the effectiveness of the controller. Given any inaccuracies within the

model, the controller must still maintain its performance objectives. How one incorporates

the inaccuracies into the design and the method of measuring the perfoÍnance of the sys-

tems depend on the method implemented. Furthermore tests to verify the controllers per-

19
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formance can be established by having different software packages simulate the different

systems environment. Such is the case for the application of the control synthesis routine

applied to a power electronic circuit with switching. PSCAD accurately simulates the

electrical circuit and SIMULINK the controller. The first section of this chapter details on

the method to include inaccuracies into the system model. The discussion first begins with

systems that do not include disfurbances and then progresses to the system representing

the H- controller.

The core of the synthesis procedure uses an iterative-based method to determine the

optimal controller. The iterative procedure used is discussed within this chapter with the

overall goal of utilizing the technique in a PSCAD/EMTDC simulation. The developed

routine for the synthesis procedure already exists in MATLAB and will be integrated into

a PSCAD/SIMULINK simulation to ascertain control designs with applications to power

electronics.

3.1 SystemRepresentation.

The designing of controllers begins with specifuing what the output process must

maintain given an input. With the specifications the next step is the choice of controller. A

feedback controller that is located in the feedback path or a feed forward controller that is

shown in Figure 3. 1 [5,6,8,29] Also designers must take into account what influences

affect the system. This involves situations where the input levels are not always constant

and the ouþut levels fluctuate independent of the input. These permutations are common

to real world systems, and how one accounts for these permutations can differ.

20
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Consider a simple single-input/single-output system (SISO) shown in Figure 3. 1

which shows a standard unity feedback system for robust control design.

Fig. 3. I Simple System Representation

The variables in the figure are:

u: Control sígnal / (Controller output)

y : Plant output

e : Tracking ercor

r : Reference input

This system uses a tracking error signal (e) derived from the difference between an

applied reference signal (r) and the measured system output (y). The tracking error signal

is applied to the controller (K(Ð) that produces a control output (u) to the system (P(s)) in

turn affecting the system output (y). This representation does not include the uncertainties

such as disturbances within the system that the plant is subjected to in its operating envi-

rorunent, and measurement noise introduced through the sensors. One method to include

theses perlurbations is shown in Figure 3.2.15,6,8,291
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Fig. 3. 2 Single InpulSingle Output System Including perlurbations

Where the variables to Figure 3.2 are;

u: Control signal / Controller output

y: Plant output

e : Tracking error

r : reference input

n: Sensor noise

d : Plant disturbances

In this representation there are two extra input signals added to Figure 3.1, one titled

as the Sensor Noise (n), and the other as Plant Disturbances (d). The Sensor Noise input

represents the noise associated with measurement devices, and noise that affects the refer-

ence signal. The Plant Disturbance input accounts for conditions when the system output

varies under a stable control output signal. It is assumed that the additional inputs must be

bounded and that the perturbations to the system are additive.

When dealing with multiple-inpuVmultiple-output systems (MIMO) system represen-

tation becomes more complicated due to the interaction between the input signals and sys-
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tem outputs. A simplified representation that includes both SISO and MIMO systems is

shown in Figure 3. 3 12,4,8,1 5,26,291.

Fig. 3. 3 System Representation

Reducing the variable of Figure 3.3 to:

w : External inputs (disturbances, sensor noise, and commands)

z : Performance otttput (error signal)

y : Measured variables

u:Control input

Although Figure 3.3 is in a simplified form, one has to associate the external inputs to

the appropriate location as shown in Figure 3.2. With the system represented in Figure 3.3

all the inputs are arranged to the left side of the figure blocks and all outputs are arranged

to the right side of the blocks. Taking this configuration and reversing the orientation of

the inputs and outputs one can see that this system representation follows the format of an

equation and thus the use of state equations to describe the system becomes equivalently

ideal for SISO or MIMO systems.

The state equations used to represent the plant in Figure 3.3 are given in Equation 3.1

14,29,291.
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d-x

dt
: Ax(t) + Blw(t) + B2u(t)

C 1 x(t) + Dllw(t) + Dt2 u(t)

C2x(t) + D21w(t) + D22u(t)

(EO 3.1)

In state space representation, matrices can now be utilized for systems with multiple

states, multiple inputs and multiple outputs. Another advantage of the state space format is

that the time domain analysis of the system can easily be performed from the state equa-

tions using a simple integration technique. However if frequency domain analysis is

required the state space equations can be converted by utilizing Laplace Transform on

Equation 3.2 to represent the system in terms of its transfer functions.

(EO 3.2)

G(s) : C( l¡-ta+n

3.2 System Performance Indicators by Signal Norms

To measure and compare the performance of the system, the preferable practice is to

use signal norlns. Signal norTns are very similar to a vector norm (a measurement of

lengfh) and thus must satisfu the basic properties of any norrn:

H

ltt_
lc

r
s1-
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llrll > o

llrll : 0 +u(t) : 0

llaull : lalllull Ya e R

llu+vll<lløll+llvll

In control engineering there are several ways to define a signal norn; however, for this

document it will be limited to one type.

The signal norm of interest is known as the H* norm. This norm is a measure of the

worst possible performance of a system. The choice of using the H- norm has the advan-

tage that the performance of the system can be analyzed in the frequency domain, while

the specifications can be given in the time domain. Most systems operate in a specific fre-

quency range, and disturbances may occur within the range of operation. How much of a

problem these disturbances can cause on the output, and at what frequencies these distur-

bances cause the maximum damage are found by calculating the H* norm. Thus with this

calculation, filters can be designed on the input to block these disturbances, or a feedback

controller can be designed to compensate for disturbance on the input to keep the overall

system stable and within specified design parameters.

The definition of the H* norm [4,31] is represented by Equation3.3 which can be

interpreted as the maximum factor by which a sinusoidal input is rnagnified by the system

over the entire frequency range, adjusted incrementally. Note the nonn does not indicate at

what frequency this occurs only the level of magnification. Defining the inputs as the dis-

turbances, the norm gives the worst possible disturbance that the system endures. To cal-

culate Equation 3.3 the system modelling is done in the frequency domain, however the
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plant model is derived by its states requiring the conversion to its frequency domain

equivalent shown in Equation 3.2.

26

llGll. : sup o,,,n.fGÇa)l

o,n' is the maximum singular value

søp is the Supermum or Least Upper Bound

(EO 3.3)

An alternative description of what the H* norm represents is given by the transfer

function of the system, and magnitude plots of every possible input to output transfer

function. The maximum peak value on the magnitude plot identifies the H- norm. Its the

highest possible gain at a specific frequency, although the norm only retains the gain infor-

mation. Ideally the gain from disturbances to the output should be small.

In systems with a wide frequency range the rnethod for finding the H- norm by the

definition is unpractical due to the excessive number of incremental steps, or if the incre-

mental frequency step is too large the peak value will not be detected. An alternative

method for finding the H- norm is an iterative based method derived from the systems

state equations that works on decreasing a variable until conditions are no longer satisfied.

Prooß on this method are in the reference paper [a]. The rnethod begins with forming the

Hamilton Matrix Equation 3.4.

H=
["r]I A y'BB'l

l-r', -A'I

where the Hamilton Matrix must satisff the following two conditions:

(EQ 3.4)
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I. it has no eigenvalues on the imaginary axis fiol axis)

II. If (I) holds then the matrix will have n eigenvalues with Re(s) < 0 and n

eigenvalues with Re(s) > 0, and there exists basis vectors within the invariant

subspace corresponding to the eigenvalues with Re(s) < 0 (the eigenvectors

of the matrix). Finding these basis vectors and partitioning them in the form

,*l*tl, whereXT is non singular. [4]lxz)' t

The iterative search starts by providing an initial value of y. The matrix H is then

checked for eigenvalues on the imaginary axis. If H has no eigenvalues on the imaginary

axis y is then decreased until H has eigenvalues on the imaginary axis. When this happens

y is then increased. The H- norm of the system G(s) is then defined as llc(s)ll- < y .

With the definition of the H- norm we can now proceed to designing a controller

based on this performance measure.

3.3 H* Algorithm for Control Synthesis

The procedure for synthesizing a controller irnplementing the H.o technique begins

with the objective of "finding a controller K, such that the H* norm of the closed loop

transfer function from w to z is less than a gitten positive number y, under the constraint

that K stabilizes P" l4f based on Figure 3.3. The controller K in this definition is a sub-

optimal controller which, by selecting a value for y sets the minimal requirements of the
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control objective allowing the convergence to a solution which may not be the optimal

one. The implementation of y within the control synthesis procedure follows the same pro-

cedure as in finding the H* norrn. It begins with y and tests whether there is a violation

within the constraints; y is then decreased until there is a violation of the constraint or a

preselected Tmin is reached. In defining y there is an initial starting point and by defining a

y,n¡n there is an expectation of what the controller is to achieve, which may not be obtain-

able.

To begin there are various techniques to solve the H* control synthesis problem:

Coprime Factonzation - polynomial approach [8,14], Frequency Domain method - J-

Spectral Factonzation [15,16], and Time Domain method - state space / Riccati equations

[a]. The technique used in this thesis is the Time Domain - state space method and thus

fuither discussion on solving the H- control synthesis problem is limited to this technique.

The state space method was introduced in 1989 and solves for a contingence of feedback

problems. The procedure outlined in this section is limited to systems with measured feed-

back, which applies to practical applications.

The first part of the Time Domain method begins with an iterative search in finding

the minimum y, or finding the H.o norm of the plant. From the plant state equations two

separate Hamiltionian matrices are derived as shown (3.5) and (3.6). These two matrices

hold the properties associated with the Hamilton Matrix of (3.a).

28
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A'x+ xA+ xRX- e : o (EO 3.8)

where

X : X2.K,t 1 (EA 3.e)

From the work done by Doyle the solution to the problem reduces to finding three

conditions [4,2]:

1. Within the matrix H- there is X*:X2*X1-1 such that x*> 0 (solution to the Alge-

braic Riccati Equation)

29

I t o'l I a l , -H-:l , 
".1 
-l

L-ctc, -A'J ¡r,Ïo,)*-'loi-'' 
u1

(Ea 3.6)

R : Dl*D,*- i.t', 
t :] where Dt* : [r,, ,,r]L0 0l

,- : 
li',',, -, ["í,1' þ*,ui u,l

(EQ 3.7)

ñ : ,-, o:,-lr' , d where ,*, : ['"1Dæ1D*t-1,0,ö prl
The basis for defining the above matrices to hold the properties of the Hamiltionian

Matrix is that the Hamiltionian Matrix represent a solution to the Algebraic Riccati Equa-

tion (3.8), which is also a solution to the control synthesis problem.

2. Within the matrix J- there is Y*:Y2*Y1-1, such that y* > 0
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3. The spectral radius of (X-Y*) (3.10) is less thanyz

maxlX,lp(x*): ,,,r'n (EO 3.r0)

Included into the initial iterative procedure is not only the finding of the minimum

value of y but also the finding of y to satisfu the three conditions above. If all conditions

exist then there is a solution to the control synthesis problem and the synthesis procedure

becomes a simple matter of solving equations utilizing the values of X- and Y-:

-nrçnl*cr+ Brx*¡ (EO 3.11)

where,F,

t * : lL, rf, : -{ap!, + r*c'¡ñ-' (EO 3.r2)

where r, : lt,, r,l

The next step in the synthesis of the controller requires subdividing the relationship

between the performance variables (e) and the external inputs (w). The the D11 elements of

matrix are turrher divided ro form D tt : ['" " '" '''l . where this subdivision of the

lorrz, Dtnzl

matrix is based on indexing Dlt by the number of measurements (y), number of control

inputs (u), total number of outputs (z + y), total number of inputs (w + u) and the ofßet

indexing value of 1 Figure 3. 4.

'-: Fl 
=

:F;I
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Fig. 3. 4 Portioning of D11 Matrix.

Note that in forming this matrix elements of D11** cân be null; to emphasize this if

D11 consists of only one row then D1t t l, Dl ttz,Dtt2t: 0 and D1 122: Dt1. Depending on

the existence on elements of D11** â secofldary matrix is calculated.

6r, : -Drr, I.fDtttt orD¡¡12is anullmatix

tt : -DttztDlrrr(y'I-DrrrrDlrrr)-' Dttn-Dttzz otherwis

Dzt--I If Dltzisanull matrÌx

6r, : I -y-zDTrrzDlr, elself D¡ I ¡ ¡ is a null matrix

nr, -- t- nTrrr(y'I- Dr,,,D|,,,)-'D,,,, otherwise

D tz : I If D t tzt is a null matrix

^rDtz: I-y-'DtzrDlr.r, elself D1¡¡¡ is anull matrix

nr, : t- nrrrr(y'I- Dl,,rDr,,,)-tD,,r, otherwise

(EQ 3.13)

(EA 3.14)

(EO 3.15)

With all the above values computed the controller can not be synthesized using the fol-

lowing equations:
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T^r ^ ^ I
I rt n. B.l
L^-: : --lK. : lc,ln,, n,rl
l^,^l
lc,t Dr, o IL -l J

À : ¿+ BF-* Arnrr-'C,

B, : -z)tr+ ÅrD,r-t D,,

^r
B2 -- Z;(82+ Ln)Dn

Ct : Fz+ DttDt 'Cz

c, : -6¡cr+ F,r)

Z-: (I,y-'X*y*)-'

(EO 3.16)

(EO 3.17)

(EO 3.r8)

(EQ 3.1e)

(EO 3.20)

(EO 3.21)

(EO 3.22)

The f,rnal step of the algorithm is to set the final limits of Ka to match that of the

desired controller K.
rNutnu.r orvãr*"nrc (yl
L 

- -t- - - 
-l

Y

K_
I,S"'ãt conr'"Ë, 

" 
)]----r-

Fig. 3. 5 Synthesized Controller

V/ith any system there still is the possibility that there is no solution for controller. One

method for increasing the possibility of finding a controller is to apply weights to the sys-

tem, where weights define what is important to the system.

A;
C"

B

D
.:.1

1l
I
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3.4 Implementation UsingWeighted Inputs/Outputs

The application of weights in controller design is to find controllers of reduced order

while still maintaining design control objectives. In the above method the synthesized

controller is designed for a wide bandwidth. To reduce the bandwidth of the controller one

can apply weights to the inputs/outputs line to emphasize the frequency range that is

highly susceptible to disturbances while decreasing the importance of the controller

response to frequencies outside this range, while still maintaining control objectivity. This

weighting technique is known as frequency dependent weighting and is used most com-

monly. An example of where weighting can be utilized is in monitoring the system ouþuts

where, different sensors have their own characteristics and their own frequency range,

where they are prone to noise. In utilizing the weighting method one applies weights to

where the specific frequency range of noise may occur and then synthesizes the controller

to compensate for this flaw.

The implementation of weights in the synthesis procedure affects the finding of the

H- norm of the transfer function from w to z as seen in Figure 3.6.11,2,16,19,171

JJ

Fig.3. 6 Weighted Inputs/Outputs
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By applying the weights the transfer function from w to z meets the design criteria,

while the transfer function w' to z'is designed for a practical (cost effective, reduced com-

plexity) controller. When implementing the weights into the design it will be assumed that

the system is decoupled, thus allowing for a diagonal weight matrix.

3.5 Conclusions

The H- controller has the advantage of including into the design uncertainties about

the environment the system will operate in and uncertainties about the plant. These uncer-

tainties are included into the model as perturbations to the system. The effect of these per-

turbations and the control inputs on the output of the system are measured by the use of

signal nonns and for this case the norm of interest is the H.o norrn. This norm classifies the

maximum gain of the system and in the synthesis procedure of the controller the perfor-

mance measure is the maximum gain of the system output that is to be monitored to the

perturbation signals affecting the system. There is also the application of weights to

reduce the order of the controller and to ensure a convergence to a solution of the problem

definition.
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CHAPTER 4 Interface Development

This chapter discusses the development of the interface between different simulation

tools, and is hence a key contribution of this thesis. In developing a method to interface

the simulation packages PSCAD and SIMULINK the interface between PSCAD and

MATAB was first utilized to understand the complexity of interfacing the two simulation

programs. The PSCAD/MATLAB interface, developed by The Manitoba HVDC

Research Center consisted of a subroutine that interface PSCAD with MATLAB's engine.

The rnake-up of this interface and how it was utilized is further discussed within this chap-

ter. Using this subroutine and adding extra code in MATLAB a method to interface SIM-

ULINK was developed. Once establishing the interface using this developed component

several changes became necessary to handle conditions arising when interfaced to SIM-

ULINK. These conditions are also discussed within this chapter. Other changes were to

reduce the comprehensiveness of the interface by developing it into an implemented com-

ponent through the GUI's of each program with no scripting requirements, unlike the orig-

inal interface between PSCAD and MATLAB. These changes were accomplished by

designing a new subroutine SIM MAT along with an appropriate user interface available
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in PSCAD. This chapter begins with a brief discussion of the interface between PSCAD

and MATALB and how it was used to interface to SIMULINK, followed by a discussion

of the problems encountered and foreseen. The following sections then progress to the

new method used to interface PSCAD/EMTDC to SIMULINK with discussions on the

new routine's functionality and how it alleviates the issues from the original method.

4.1 Interfacing PSCAD/EMTDC and MATLAB
The interface between PSCAD/EMTDC and MATALB operates by connecting

PSCAD/EMTDC to the MATLAB engine and then calling the listed m-fiIe, see Figure 4.1

[11]. The interface requires several steps to implement through PSCAD/EMTDC, utiliz-

ing the two component development tools: New Component Workshop and Edit Defini-

tion/Component Workshop. The steps required to establish the interface were to first

design a component block in PSCAD, identiff the signals that are transferred in between

the programs, write script to write and read variables from the stack STORF (a variable

within EMTDC), evoke the subroutine MAT_INT, and update used pointers NSTORF (a

variable within EMTDC). Within EMTDC there are assigned variables users can access

for their component. For example if the user needs to know the present time of the simula-

tion they can access the EMTDC variable TIME. The Stack and the Stack Pointer are

helpful for retaining information throughout the entire run, where the Stack Pointer is

updated as to not overwrite the data stored on the stack. For the case in the interface

between PSCAD/EMTDC and MATLAB the stack is the actual memory location that is

shared between the two programs. What data is placed on the stack from one program is

then read by the other.
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EMTDC
DSDYN Matlab

Fig.4.1 Matlab Interface Original Flow Structure

The actual procedure to implement the interface can be found in the manual of the

program PSCAD/EMTDC 1261, however the core to interface is the subroutine MAT INT

which handles the communication from PSCAD/EMTDC to MATLAB. The subroutine

handles all the functions to establish the connection with the user only supplying specific

parameter information identified in the users manual. Incorporated into the subroutine are

the identification of potential connection issues, MATLAB installation requirements, for-

mat errors, and errors for detecting invalid data width.

The MAT_INT subroutine utilizes the ENGroutines, MXroutines, and MATroutines

from the Application Program Interface (API) of MATLAB to handle the actual data

transfer. These routines are part of MATLAB's library files located within the installed

files of MATLAB and are dependent on the version of MATLAB, the programming lan-

guage (C,C++ or FORTRAN), and the compiler (Visual, Borland, Microsoft, Whatcom

and LLC C). In linking PSCAD and MATALB the programming language would be

FORTRAN, and the required compiler would be Visual. No other options exist for this

A

t
m-file
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interface. Before the simulation run is started in PSCAD (or compiling the program to

execute) the location of the routine library files needs to be specified. To do this in

PSCAD the data is entered through the "Project Settings - FORTRAN" pull-down menus.

The script section of the interface block that calls the subroutine MAT INT has a stan-

dard flow as shown in Figure 4.2.

38

R ead input data
to the itack '

CAIITOMAT-INT

ead output data
from the stack

Input data (Data lines into he new
component) must be stored on the
STORF stack (index of the stack
utilizes the variable NSTOR-F)

Call to MAT_INT(******) with
the appropriate parameters filled in

Ouþut data is retrieved form the
stack STORF and allocated to the
appropriate output lines (Note at
least one data value must be read
back from Matlab). The return data
from Matlab is place just below the
input data read onto the stack

Update stack pointer NSTORF

Fig.4.2 Flow Chart of Required Steps For Implementing Using MAT_INT

This script can be considered as a standard block of code where variations occur in the

number of inputs and outputs utilized, their dimensions and the name and location of the

m-file used. These changes can be made very easily and thus a cut and paste method can

be used (see Figure 4.3). Note that in order to aid in the reuse of the component block a

"Configuration" section could be added into the "Parameters" of the block in the Edit Def-
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inition/Component Workshop. In the parameters section text boxes can be added to input

the name of the m-file and the location stored as a variable name, where the variable name

would be used in the cut and paste script.

!------r*---------

! PSI].!,I¡"XIfTDI] I.L¿.TL.¡¡ TI,JTER¡,'-EE
I lfOÞLr.!,L : îl¿@e
I

! I f lnli' Bne itipur: f irle
I STn!F(lISTlrF.I¡)=ìlsaf_ir.
I f.Jr ùEÌÉ Ehs¡ únê iriÞrrE litiÈ

Drl I_CilT = I, 3
::i?!;ri¡ (NSTOP.F + I_CNT-I) = 9sig_in(I_CNT)

EttD DCr

I

I rl¿l], Ê.ù¡/'ElfÎûü ILù.TL-ùÈ :¡ITE.[1I.4|]E
! C.ù-ll lL¿,T_fllT("ItFILß!.q.TH","ìIFILE¡'-ù-}fE,,."(inÈ,ur:r)',,,'ioì¡rts':csl,,)
I L:Ätl [ÀT_I¡lT i "llFlLEF.¡"TH". "lf!lLEt'I]Jrn,'.'pI3I ..,n" 

)

! Tral. iÈr l!år-1,ãÌ, r:lì.¡EFUE VaÈis¡lÉ!:
!

!

! I f Ènll¡ l,ÞÉ ôucp'.¡r line
$ si g-ouc= r; Trr Ir ¡ (¡IST0P.F+3 I

! For n6rE thdr lne.,,utp!rF-. lilie
! DfJ I-IUT = I. Z

| +5igr_ouL1l_L:ltT)=sTùnFtllgTtAf + 3 - I CIITi
! xr,¡¡ ¡0
!

! UpdÉt-e scorÈqÉ érrsl:
I

NSTOIT=NSToAF+3+I
I

Fig.4. 3 Cut and Paste Script

Finally the m-file that the original interface communicates with is a MATLAB Func-

tion File. Within the Function File there is the ability to perform calculations, make logical

decisions (using logical statements), generate plots (graphics) and issue command line

statements. An example of a command line statement is to clear the command window

"clc" or to close a specific plot window "Close Figure NO. X'. Having the ability to issue
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the command line call allows for the extension into SIMULINK. However when using

Function File there is an expectation of having a return value.

SIMULINK Interfacing

SIMULINK is a GUI based wrapper for MATALB rather then program code, icons

can be place together to model various control systems. An important contribution of this

thesis is the creation of an interface between a PSCAD and SIMULINK. This interface

was first established by the original MATLAB interface structure and by issuing Com-

mand Line Statements to execute a SIMULINK simulation in the m-file. The sequence of

events is similar to that of the original routine with the extension from the m-file to SIM-

ULINK as shown in Figure 4.4.The commands required to execute the SIMULINK simu-

lation are: "simset" and "sim" . The "simsef" command is a Command Line Function to set

the simulation properties and the "sim" command sets Simulation Parameters and exe-

cutes the simulation.

40
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Fig.4.4 SIMULINK Interface Flow Structure
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To eliminate one simulation program advancing faster then the other both programs

execute the same time step before advancing to the next. Having the programs synchro-

nized in this matter simplifies the implernentation. By having the PSCAD/EMTDC incor-

porate the time and the time step variables into the data stream, we aÍe then able to

compute the time frame that SIMULINK must execute. An altemative method is to pass

the full simulation parameters from EMTDC to MATLAB and then exchange data at the

appropriate time intervals (time step). However the solvers in SIMULINK can vary and

having to synchronize the time intervals becomes cumbersome. The additional informa-

tion of the simulation time and the time step is taken care of in the component script by

loading those values onto the stack STORF before the input data is stored as seen in Fig-

ure 4.5.

Pg.'-ÈirlEUTirl- ÌfàliåB Iil]EI':FirCE
llCt.tUàI arlla.r,,e

VaIr¡¡:s ¡equ¡iel f r-r ¡rr¡.rIi¡i1,.
HSTORF(NSTORF) =TII,fE

4I

i É u.rll ur¡e ir¡pu{: I rne
STíJliF i ìl:'l':'ËIr{ 2 i = i.: r g- j r¡

Fc¡ r.¡¡e t,h¡li úne Ìnpr¡L I rr,È
H DO I_CNT = 1, 3

H SToRF(NSToRF + I-CNT+l) = ssig_in(I_CNT)
g EID DO

STORF(NSToRF+1 ) =DELT

Tre[=f er lfit Iãh (rutF,Ìrt T¡¡ r ¡b.lc:¡

@
I t orrl.y one orrLF[l I1[È

ø Ssis_out=SToRF(NSTORF+s)
Fcr n¡re LhâD ÉnÉ LrutFÌI l-iúe

Dù I*CllT - l. I
ssÍE_trr¡t ( I_CllT) =STûRFl llST(rRF + l

E}ID DC

I-lpdat-Ê stoÌaEe arxai¡

&NSToRF=NSToRF+s+1

¡Ìrd rnpì.rls) ", "ío,ìLpuLs) " )
CÀlI- PÈr-ritr/El.lTtjC Lf ÀTi-ÀB IÌ.ITERFÀCE
r_:Àrl ìi¡ìT_IllTt "ìlFl1EPÀTH .' l{FILENÀì.t8" . " i t iriÈ. de_I t a
CÀrL l.fÀT_INT('l{FIIEPÀTH'.'l.fFiLEliÀliE''F(2+l)" "F'l

BCÀII ilÀT_INT('sParh". "sNane". "R(5)". "R")

I_':t¡T )

Fig.4.5 Modified Component Script
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Within the Simulink Interface Flow Structure the m-file to communicate with SIM-

ULINK. The script of the m-file to establish the communication was developed such that

it can be reusable in other simulations with very little modification required. The modifi-

cation required to reuse the code is in identif,ing the name of the SIMULINK file and the

location of the file. The algorithm for the script begins by partitioning the incoming data

into simulation parameters and simulation data and performing the necessary calculations

required for defining all simulation parameters of SIMULINK. The flow continues by

executing the SIMULINK simulation, save the output data in the MATLAB engine and

then export the retum data back to PSCAD as shown in Figure 4.6.
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The input data is subdivide into

it's appropriate components.

(time, time step, signal-data, state data).

Simulink simulation parameters are
set simset (Simulink file name, solver,
maximum number of data points, workspace
identification, start time, stop time, signal
data and state data)

Call to Simulink file - SIM, and retrieve
output data along with any state variable data.

Pass all output data back to EMTDC

Fig.4.6 M-FILE Steps
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Within the EMTDC structure all the data is read back from MATLAB by the subrou-

tine MAT INT before the EMTDC loop continues.

4.3 Interfacing Issues

Experimenting with the interface to SIMULINK using the original subroutine helped

with the discovery of several issues that needed to be addressed.

L The design objective was to have the interface as a standard library component block

in PSCAD's master library and to eliminate the need to utilize the New Componen|Wiz-

ard. This component block should be adaptive to changes in the number of inputs/ouþuts.

The problem that exists is when a component block is created in the component workshop

environment it must be assigned a fixed parameter for the input dimension and a fixed

parameter for the ouþut dimension. This dictates how many fixed input and output signals

are used by the component block a set structure of PSCAD/EMTCD. To develop a

dynamic inpuloutput requires changes within the program structure of PSCAD/EMTDC

II.In implementing the call routine MAT_INT within the EMTDC loop it was found

by the way MATLAB is structured, it does not retain its memory from call to cali.

MAT_INT is designed to use MATLAB functions, which have defined characteristics.

One characteristic of a MATLAB function is to keep values within the function autono-

mous from the originating program. The purpose of this characteristic is that the initiating

program and the function routine can bestow the same variable name to hold two different

values. Variables used within a function routine only exist when the function is being exe-

cuted and only the return value is retained upon exiting the function. However due to the
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time step synchronization implemented SIMULINK requires the retention of memory

when certain library components are implemented. To overcome the memory problem

data of the present time step of SIMULINK is exported back to PSCAD then reimported

back into SIMULINK on the next time step. It is important to note that this is not a very

effective method to utilize when simulation speed is a factor.

III. The subroutine MAT_INT does not allow assigning of variables or pre-simulation

computations within the MATLAB engine. The problem is that the state variables used in

a SIMULINK simulation can be defìned by a variable name which holds the state infor-

mation. To utilize the full potential of SIMULINK there has to be the ability to allow the

assignment of variables that hold state information. The problem is not only of loading the

values into MATLAB memory but also retaining the values for the whole simulation run.

IV. The feature of taking of a snapshot and starting from a snapshot in PSCAD is non-

functional when interfaced to SIMULINK. In its present form the interface does not have

the ability to retain the memory of MATLAB or to issue a command to save dataat a spec-

ified time interval. Since there is no data for MATLAB the process of starting from a snap-

shot must be disabled.

4.4 Features Implemented in the New Subroutine

The solution to the above problems was to create a new subroutine to replace the exist-

ing one. The new subroutine addressed the issues mentioned in the previous section along

with restructuring the subroutine for efficiency. The modifications are as follows:
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L From the flow chart in Figure 4.4the subroutine is restructured to replace the m-file.

The communication path will exclude the linking of the m-file and will directly communi-

cate with the SIMULINK file through the MATLAB engine. The command line code that

was utilized in the m-file is transferred to the subroutine script using the ENGroutines and

MXroutines in MATLAB API.

1L Requested for this new component, the developers of PSCAD arranged a method to

allow dynamic inpuloutput dimensioning. This is handled by allowing variable names to

be assigned to inpuloutput dimensions and use the Components Properties dialog to

assign a value to the input/ouþut dimensions Figure 4.7. Within the developed interface

dialog users specify the number of inputs and outputs through a pull down menu.

PSCAD,/Simulink
nlelac e

Number of ¡nputs to the interface Max(1 0) lì---=
Number of Outpuls from the lnlerface Max(i0) l;-----=.

' .Prs-processlng lnput paramBlet (executlng an m-fle)

?¿ No

a Yes

I ox I cancer j 
""'o I------:-- I

Fig.4. 7 Variable Input Parameters

11L Restructuring the input/output port to one, and requiring the use of data merge and

data taps in PSCAD for components that require multiple signals as shown in Figure 4.8.

The choice of this format was to simplifu the input parameters of the subroutine defining
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the number of inputs and ouþuts. Since we are specifuing the input dirnension of the com-

ponent block thought a variable name, the same variable name can be utilized to specifu

input and output parameters to MATLAB. Changing the last two parameter fields of the

subroutine from a string format to a numerical value allows for the elimination of the code

and decreasing the number of branches that are occurring within the original subroutine to

increase the efficiency of subroutine.
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Fig. 4. I Interfacing More Than One Data Signal in the Developed Interface

IV. Allowing the initiahzalion of MATLAB memory through the execution of an addi-

tional m-files when the simulation is initialized. Within the newly designed library com-

ponent block there is an additional input parameter called "PreProcessing" where

specified MATLAB files can be executed to initialize variables within MATLAB at the

start of a simulation.

Z Included in the subroutine are extra routines that will save MATLAB engine data as

"mlab_data.mat" and if required will load data from the same filename. This ability of

saving and retrieving data is a significant factor in the implementation of snapshots in
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PSCAD. What happens during the snapshot event is that a command is sent to MATLAB

to save the data, and when starting the PSCAD simulation from a snapshot, a command is

sent to load the saved file. Storage of these file is kept to the same folder that PSCAD

stores its data when taking a snapshot, i.e. in the *.emt folder.

VI. Utllization of the workspace to retain simulation data from time step to time step.

In the new subroutine, state data is retained in MATLAB's workspace under the variable

name "xFinal'. The choice of the name is based on its identification name within the sim-

ulation parameters list of SIMULINK, where xFinal allocates a memory storage name of

the state data.

4.5 Conclusion

Implementing an interface in PACAD/EMTDC with SIMULINK required restructur-

ing of the original subroutine to allow the full utilization of both programs. These changes

were implemented in the new subroutine SIM-INT to be used when linking PSCAD/

EMTDC to SIMULINK. The inherent problems with the old routine were discussed along

with the modifications that were implemented.
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CTIAPTER. 5 Solution of Complex Power
Electronic Problem V/ith the New
Intedace

This chapter discusses the demonstration of the developed interface as it is applied to

three separate problems. The results observed on the interface are to evaluate its eflective-

ness with later recommendations as to when such a tool should be utilized. These perfor-

mance evaluations are conducted within the first two simulation results of this chapter.

The first result details the performance of the interface with a Pulse Width Modulation

(PIVM) Controller modeled in Simulink and an Induction Motor in PSCAD. The simula-

tion also uses the original method to interface between PSCAD and SIMULINK and the

newly developed library component. The second simulation uses only the newly devel-

oped library component to test the integration of simulation features through the interface.

One of the features tested is the use of state blocks within SIMULINK which is an impor-

tant test as it requires the interface to remember past states.

The final simulation uses the interface to implement the complex H* control synthesis

solution. The difficult problem of finding a solution to the control problem is handled

through MATLAB with the controller simulated in SIMULINK. To find the control syn-
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thesis solution required the circuit to be modeled by its state space equivalents and one of

the results presents a total SIMULINK simulation, with and without the controller active.

The interface simulation ideally should be a verification of the above simulation however

the results present a different case.

5.1 Demonstration of Basic Interface Simulating PWM control of an
Induction Motor

This simple example demonstrates the initial method used to interface PSACD/

EMTDC and SIMULINK. The initial results use the linking process in Figure 4.4, the

PSCAD/MATLAB interface with the added m-file of Figure 5.2 to establish the connec-

tion with SIMULINK. Shown in the m-file is the SIM command with its required parame-

ter fields and the segmenting of data for required simulation parameters and inpuloutput

data. The required parameter fields of SIM commands are simulation start and stop times

which coexist with the present time step of PSCAD and the limiting the output data to its

final solution. The application of the interface is used to control an induction motor by

applying a PWM controller Figure 5.1 [11].
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Fig.5. I PSCAD/EMTDC Interfaced with SIMULINK
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Fig. 5.2 m-File Interface Code

To describe the structure of the simulation, Simulink was used as a current reference

PWM controller for an induction motor starting scheme. Current measurements to the

motor are transferred to Simulink and are compared to a reference signal. Based on this

comparison the choice of turning the thyristors on or off is then transmitted back to

PSCAD/EMTDC. The technical aspects of the circuit are not the focal point of the results.

However the interface block and the overall simulation time hold more interest. Within the

PSCAD/EMTDC simulation some characteristics of the motor are plotted: input currents,

mechanical and electrical torque and speed. With the current reference frequency set to 10

Hz,l0 Amps peak applied to a load torque of 0.1 p.u. the motor reaches a maximum speed

of 0.16 p.u as shown in Figure 5.3.

úJ r 2nl0r¡s: ã¿"*: ñ= o'167 (EO 5.1)
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Fig. 5.3 Induction Motor Results

The first result from this simulation shows the objective of establishing an interface

between the two software programs has clearly been established through the data output

displayed in the PSCAD/EMTDC simulation program. Although it is a cumbersome

approach to establish the interface, it represents the vital fact that such a task can be

accomplished. In evaluating the performance of the hybrid simulation a typical standard to

incorporate is the perfonnance in overall simulation time for an application. The compari-

son in performance is not only dependent on the machine but also on the operating system

installed onto the machine. For this evaluation several different computers are chosen with

different operating systems installed, and the time comparison is made with machine run-

ning the hybrid simulation and the same machine running the simulation within one cho-

sen package PSCAD. The first comparison is on 500 MH Pentium III, with 128 MB RAM

running Windows 98, required 4 minutes of CPU time to execute 1 minute of simulation

time with a time step of 50 ps in the hybrid case. With the simulation confined to PSCAD,

o.200.10
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the time to complete the simulation was only 15 seconds. The second computer, a2.5 GHz

Pentium III with 128 MB RAM running Windows XP Professional, required 5.2 minutes

of CPU time to execute the hybrid simulation, while in PSCAD it only requires 2.58 sec-

onds to complete. Clearly, as far as speed is concemed for this simulation modeling the

circuit using one simulation package would be more effective. The difference in time

between the two operating platforms Windows 98 and Windows XP is due to the number

of processes that the system requires to keep active, viewed within the Task Manager Win-

dows. In Windows XP the simulation program is competing for cpu time against standard

function carried out by the operating platform, hence requiring longer simulation time

than the Windows 98 simulation. However, the interface approach though slower has the

advantage that developed models in both programs become immediately available.

5.2 Integrøting Símuløtíon Features

In this example we veriff that the newly designed features do not interfere with the

capabilities of either program and address the issues discussed in Chapter 4. A compara-

tive study between the original interface used in the above section and the newly imple-

mented subroutine is used to examine the effectiveness of the procedure implemented.

The simulation models the electrical circuit in PSCAD and the controller in SIM-

ULINK (Figure 5.4). The circuit is a simple Voltage Source externally controlled with a

connection to a passive load the basic building block of any circuit. The controller for the

circuit is a simple Proportional Integral (PI) controller represented in state blocks. Because

MATLAB is a mathematical program, its modeling within SIMULINK can be represented
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by differential equations within a state block or by a simple

senting the controller in states space, MATLAB must retain

information as the simulation executes.

transfer function. By repre-

within its memory the state

r! 0,r ¡-"

T-+Þl

PSCAD/EMTDC SIMULINK

Fig. 5. 4 Simulated Circuit

The objective of the controller is to reduce the rise time to steady state value (reference

10 Amps) of the load current while keeping the voltage source magnitude within reason-

able limits. Selecting values for the gain and the time constant were done arbitrarily, Fig-

ure 5.5, however adjustments could be made to meet a designed performance

specifications. Tuning of the controller is done by adjusting the Gain for percent overshoot

and the Time Constant for the rise and settling time. Finally if the control parameter were

to be defined as a transfer function, one can use toolboxes available within MATLAB to

convert the state values to a transfer function, highlighting the multi-functions available

within the package.

|;ffil _,ru**JË__l r,rrÞ f_?_lL 1

Y

lnd:
lc ol EI

: [o t.l Gain (K):3'0

Loo ¡l Time Constant:0.025

Fig. 5. 5 Proportional Integral Controller Settings
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Within this case study the various operations developed within the interface are high-

lighted beginning with the method of selecting the number of inputs/ouþuts data signals

communicated between the two programs through the configurations dialog of the compo-

nent block Figure 5.6. A second feature demonstrated in the case study is presented by the

technique used to initialize the state information within SIMULINK. The initial set up of

the SIMULINK state block defines the block parameters as variable names (A,B,C,D). In

the initialization of the simulation the variable names are then predefined in MATLAB's

memory with a value (Figure 5.5). The process was achieved by running an additional

MATLAB file in preprocessing. The process also defines the variables devoted to retain-

ing information in MATLAB (current and xFinal), and a variable containing simulation

parameter delta the time step. The verification that the proper commands were executed is

by inspecting MATLAB Command Window which displays the contents of its memory

during the simulation Figure 5.7.

Nmber of lnputs lo lhe inlelðæ Mðr(10) 1t :l
Numbsof Oulpulsfrffi thelr*erlaæMar{10i i1 -- .ì
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t o{r-l C¿næl I..-.---J Hele 
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Fig. 5. 6 Parameter configuration of the component block
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Fig.5. 7 MATLAB command window with initializationparameters and script

Integrated into the simulation is also the method to store data when a snapshot is

taken. A snap shot is a point in time within the simulation that all the node data of the sim-

ulation is stored. The benefit of taking a snap shot is that following simulation can begin

from the point the snapshot was taken. This is an ideal tool for the analysis of events that

occur after the system is in steady state operation. The snapshot command integrated into

the interface stores the data within MATLAB as a *.mat file, at that same time interval

when the snapshot occurs in PSCAD. The process of starting from a snapshot is the

reverse where data is loaded in the initialization of the simulation. The results generated

by the simulation are presented in Figure 5.8 where a snapshot is taken at0.2 seconds into

the simulation and the simulation is restarted from the snapshot.
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Fig.5.8 Simulatron

Testing of the interface shows that the routines utilized to retain memory in MATLAB

work effectively, decreasing the amount of data transfer required. In structuring the inter-

face for the user to specify the number of inputs/outputs simplifies its implementation.

The original interface is based on a subroutine that users have to develop their component

block around; in the new routine the component block is now a standard block that can be

incorporated into the library of PSCAD. However testing the performance of the new sub-

routine shows an increase in CPU time when running the above simulation by initiating

the call to execute the simulink fìle directly from the MATLAB engine as compared to

issuing the call to execute the simulink simulation from the m-file. By eliminating the pro-

cess of the m-file from the loop Figure 4.4 and executing the commands for the engine we

found an increase in simulation time. In the original routine the amount of CPU time to

complete the simulation was 76.25 seconds. Implementing the updated routine with the
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same simulation circuit required 114.16 seconds, an increase of 37.91 seconds. This

increase in time is an unexpected result due to the fact that then new subroutine stream-

lines the code by reducing the number of branches and reduces the number of executable

statements, however the outcome effect is an increase in simulation time. The same simu-

lation using only transfer function blocks to model the controller produces similar results,

with the original interface the cpu time was 84.14 seconds and the CPU time with the

updated interface was 115.34 seconds.

The comparison that can be made from the results is that there is no difference in the

simulation process time if state blocks or a transfer function blocks are used, however to

implement the use of the state blocks required extra features to be added into the subrou-

tine for storage of state values. A second comparison is that updating the subroutine to

incorporate the latest API library had no effect on the simulation process time.

The above results show that there is considerable advantage in simulation performance

by maintaining the status of the old routine. However in remaining with the old routine

there is a loss in the new features incorporated into the new routine. Although there is a

loss in simulation performance there are other gains in reusability of the block as its

applied to other simulations.

5.3 Control Synthesis for a Boost Converter

This example uses the control toolbox in MATLAB to synthesis a controller based on

the H- criterion. Analysis is performed on how robust the controller is to damping out
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induced disturbances on the system L7,23,271. Since the synthesis procedure requires the

derivation of the system states, the initial analysis on the synthesized controller is per-

formed within the MATLAB environment. To accurately model the switching events of

the circuit the next step was to integrate the controller with a PSCAD simulation to verifu

its effectiveness. Along with the analysis of the controller is also the analysis of the hybrid

simulation, with its capabilities and its limitations when incorporating it into a complex

simulation.

The test system is a boost converter to step up voltage from 12 to approximafely 24kY

DC as shown in Figure 5.9. Disturbances modeled into the system are input voltage fluctu-

ations and load variations. The input voltage fluctuations are introduced into the simula-

tion as a voltage source where load fluctuations are modeled as a variable current source.

To implement the H- algorithm discussed in the chapter 3 the circuit needs to be

expressed in terms of its state variables. The derived state expression for the circuit is pre-

sented in Figure 5.10, with the derivation in Appendix A.
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Fig. 5. 10 State Equations of the Boost Converter Circuit
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From the derived state expressions the frequency response of the circuit can be

obtained as shown in Figure 5.11. As seen from the figure, the circuit behaves as a low

pass filter to the induced noise, whereas frequencies below 400 Hz are amplified and fre-

quencies above the 400 Hz limit are beginning to be damped out. Frequencies above 10

kHz have marginal effect on the output. High frequency signals have little effect on the

output voltage due to the presence of the capacitor in the circuit, which maintains the out-

put voltage constant to the high frequency disturbances the circuit is subjected to.
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Fig. 5. 11 Response of the Circuit Utilizing the State Equations
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Thus for analysis the noise induced into the system will need to be contained in the

low frequency range frorn 1Hz to 4kHzrange, above this range the circuit adequately sup-

press the disturbances.

With the state equations derived, the next process is considering the weights that will

be applied. One could choose the weights to be constant values or select an appropriate

transfer function. The weights applied for this example utllize a transfer function that fol-

lows the typical frequency-weighting function that has a small gain in the low frequency

range and attenuation in the upper frequency range. Given the hansition from gain to unity

gain there is the defined bandwidth cÐ6 of the weighted function, and it occurs when the

function reaches unity gain (or more precisely 3dB from unity gain). The gain value iden-

tifies the maximum allowable tolerance in performance that is acceptable to the systems

smali signal disturbances at low frequencies, represented by the variable M, ideally small.

The bandwidth orb of the system is its ability to reject noise over a wide frequency range,

ideally high. In considering the values of M and 1116 there is a trade-off as both effect y.,

where small values of M and large values of ro6 reflect high values of y [1].

The standard weighting curve is implemented is using Equation 5.2 to produce Figure

5.t2.

IV(s) :
st(Dá
s*a
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Fig 5. 12 Magnitude Bode plot of the applied Weight

The next step is to specifu the interconnections between all defined systems (Plant,

Weights, Actuators, ect.). This is carried out by defining variable names to identifu the

inputs and them assigning them to the appropriate blocks. Blocks that are interconnected

are specified as the output of one block becomes the input of the other, and systems with

multiple inputs can be assigned individually. One final note is that before the blocks can

be interconnected each block should be represented by its states the method used to syn-

thesize the controller. This is easily achievable within MATLAB using the Linear System

Transformation routines, which provide the ability to convert from one system description

to another, e.g., from state space to transfer function and reverse.

The Boost Converter (Plant) with the weight applied is shown below in Figure 5.13. In

the analysis the only weight that needs to be applied to converge to a solution was one on
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the ouþut z. Without the applied weight it was found that there was no viable solution in

the synthesis routine.
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Vin w(1)

Iout w(2)

Control u(1)

w Vout z(1)

Vout y(1)

Vin y(2)

Plant

Fig. 5. 13 System Interconnection

V/ith the entire system configured, the final step is implementing the algorithm to find

the optimal controller as discussed in Chapter 3 and implemented within MATLAB's mu-

toolbox. The synthesis procedure is implemented through the routine "hinfsyn". The

required parameters utilized to implement the routine are the total system configuration,

number of inputs/outputs of the controller, maximum and minimum y value, and finally

the relative tolerance between final y values. There are additional parameters for the rou-

tine such as the selection of a solution method, error tolerances in the solutions, and dis-

play results; for this simulation the default settings were used. In this simulation the

control was synthesized with two inputs and one output, the starting y selected was 70 a

value chosen slightly about the norm of the system, a minimum y of 0.1 a value below 1,

and the tolerance was chosen to be 0.001 the default value. The return quantities from the

routine are the state space values for the controller and the state space values for the over-

all system. With the return of both quantities, one can produce multiple graphs describing

the systems with bode plots of the magnitude and phase. Appendix B gives the Matlab

code to model the system in terms of the state matrix by inputting the circuit values, along
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with the synthesis of the controller for the system Figure 5.i4. Since the circuit is already

developed, a simple test of the controllers performance was implemented using only sim-

ulink through the use of state blocks Figure 5.15.
>> seesys (k)

-9.3e+004 -1,0e+0û6 -9.9e+006 I 2. 3e+003 2.3e+001
?.9e+003 4.6e+004 8.9e+005 I 3,6e-0I4 4.6e-015
3.5e+000 4.0e+001 -Z.Le+gDZ I 8. ?e-0IB 2,0e-0I8

---t----------
-I.6e+002 -1,9e+003 -1,8e+004 I 4.2e+000 -9.4e-0I?

Fig. 5. 14 Results for the Synthesized Controller

Fig.5. 15 Simulink Simulation

The output of the SIMULINK shows the noise suppression through the figure window

Scope 1 and the controller output is shown in Scope 1. With the synthesized controller in

state space and the given plant in the same format SIMULINK was used to test the effec-

tiveness of the controller. Using a random number generator to simulate the perturbations,

the results of the simulation show the noise reduction of 95o/o of the peak value from the

small signal output voltage level. Initial analysis shows that the synthesized controller is
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stable and that the controller is robust to control the ouþut voltage level when subjected to

a noisy environment.

The next step is integrating the simulation to include PSCAD/EMTDC with the circuit

portion modeled in PSCAD to handle the dynamics of the switching and the control sec-

tion remaining in Simulink. Since the perturbations are part of the electrical network the

generation of those perturbations are also modeled in PSCAD/EMTDC. To introduce the

noise into the electrical network an ideal current and voltage source are used, where the

magnitude of the source is controlled by an external signal. The external signal is a gener-

ated random number whose magnitude is limited to the peak value of the small signal

noise. PSCAD's master library includes a random number generator, however in the initial

circuit analysis that noise above a frequency of 10 000 kHz is effectively damped out by

the circuit. To control the frequency of the noise introduced a simple circuit is utilized to

produce a pulse to trigger the event of when a new random number is generated.

The simulink file for the simulation requires some changes to implement the hybrid

simulation. The method to derive state equations to represent the electrical circuit is based

on the method of averaging, which includes the switching of the IGBT by modeling the

states, input and output quantities as a constant value pulse a small signal value. For exam-

ple the input duty cycle to the electrical circuit is d: D+à, where D is a constant value

the input duty cycle and à the small signal. The result of making D a constant value is that

it can be multiplied throughout the state equations as shown in Appendix A. The result

produces an input that is only composed of å the small signal variable. However to inte-
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grate to the hybrid simulation the circuit must be composed of ¿ : D + d . To generate D

within SIMULINK the components used aïe: aVoltage Controller Oscillator (VCO) and a

Comparator along with two input reference signal. The VCO outputs a ramp function

between the limits of 0 and 1, which is oscillatory at the frequency of the first input (refer-

ence signal). The output of the VCO is then compared to a second reference signal the

duty cycle through the comparator. The comparator outputs the value of 1 when the output

of the VCO is less than or equal to the reference signal and 0 when the output of the VCO

is greater than the reference signal. This produces the constant switching pulses for the

IGBT as shown in Figure 5.16. The fìnal portion of the controller is adding the output of

the synthesized controller â to the signal generated by the comparator.

0.8

0.ó

w -t,l
04

0.1

0.8

0,6

_l) 
(l).

0,t

0_l

Fig.5. 16 IGBT Pulse Generation
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Finally as mentioned above with the duty cycle all the input values to the synthesized

controller, the measured values of the circuit must also be adjusted accordingly. For exam-

ple the measurement of the input voltage (Vin) is composed of v,,, : v¡,* i,,,,howeuer the

input to the controller synthesized uses only i,,,. To remove the reference value from the

measured value a simple subtraction method is implemented based on the knowledge of

dc reference value. Finally in the simulation it was discovered that the controller was sen-

sitive to the switching noise through the IGBT. To reduce the controller response to the

switching noise a low pass filter was inserted at the inputs to the synthesized controller,

with a cut off frequency of 10 kHz above the frequency response of the circuit and the

weight applied. The transfer function of the low pass filter is given in Eq. 5.3 .

10000il(s): r+looo

hl l-roooo rl

tl = 
Lroooo o.l t

(EO 5.3)
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The Figures below shows the implementation of the circuit within PSCAD and SIM-

ULINK.
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Fig. 5. 1.7 Implemented hybrid simulation to test the H- controller

The hybrid simulation shows a different result on the amount of damping by the con-

troller to what was presented in the simulation results with SIMULINK. The process to
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Fig. 5. 18 Hybrid Simulation Input and Output Voltage

The discrepancies in the simulation results are due to the modeling techniques used for

the electrical circuit. To produce the state space representation of the circuit used to syn-

thesis the controller required certain assumptions based on the method of averaging tech-

nique [19] and small signal analysis. These assumptions are that the duty cycle, inputs and

state values remains constant with the disturbances applied to the circuit and the state val-

ues that they effect vary around these constants. By applying these assumptions the duty

cycle of the IGBT can be taken into account and the state equations can be derived mathe-

matically. In implementing a total MATLAB simulation using SIMULINK, where the

modeling of the circuit includes the assumptions, the results achieve expected damping.

However, because PSCAD uses a different solution technique to solve the electrical cir-

cuit, the assumptions for the circuit are not valid and produce a solution that shows the
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controller to damp out the injected disturbances; however the effectiveness of the control-

ler is less than expected.

Another discrepancy between simulation results due to the modeling technique in

MATLAB is the high frequency switching noise produced by the IGBT. In taking into

account the actual switching of the IGBT there exists high frequency noise within the out-

put which is not present in the SIMULINK simulation and in the frequency analysis of the

circuit state equations.

An observation that applies to both simulations is the output of the synthesized con-

troller. Within either simulation when the output of the controller is applied (0.2 seconds

into the simulation) the output order of the controller decreases. Prior to the controller

engaging (before 0.2 seconds of simulation time) there is a high level of ouþut modula-

tion. As the controller is switched into the circuit there is a decrease in the output order as

the circuit works to damp out the disturbance on the output using both input and ouþut

voltage measurements, and as the level of output disturbance deceases so does the control-

lers response as seen in Figure 5.19.
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Fig.5. 19 Duty Cycle Modulation

The application of the controller to removal of noise is an alternative method. Where

other techniques can be used to remove noise such as filters tuned to the frequency range

where most of the disturbances occur, to energy storage devices such as a capacitor that

can minimize the noise. However in high voltage applications the cost to implement the

procedure may be the deciding factor and designing efficient low cost controller my be the

alternative solution to the problem.

In increasing the accuracy in the state space model (removing any assumptions in the

derivation) of the electrical circuit will allow the synthesis technique to produce the con-

troller that will be effective in the hybrid simulation. Simulations are an alternative to the

construction of the electrical circuit and implementation of the synthesized controller in

hardware should produce the results of the simulations. Discrepancies in the abilities or

design parameters in a hardware setting can be fatal. This experience shows the need for

being able to construct simulation in various platforms.
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5.4 Conclusion

The design of the interface was very successful as seen through the various examples.

Presented was the capabilities to handle and process state information, store data within

MATLAB during a snapshot in PSCAD, and initialize a simulation from a snapshot file.

Although not presented with the capabilities the developed interface as a library tool was a

success by the easy integration from one simulation to the next. The integration from one

simulation to the other only required editing the components parameter dialog, with no

scripting. The synthesized controller using the H.o algorithm was implemented in a total

MATLAB simulation and with the interface for a PSCAD/SIMULINK simulation. In

both simulation the results show that the induced noise was reasonably damped. However

because PSCAD/EMTDC incorporated all the nonlinearity due to the switching the damp-

ing is less than expected value. However the simulation indicates that the linearized

assumptions on the design are still reasonable as the produced and acceptable waveforms.



CI{APTER 6 Conclusions and

Recommendations

6.1 Conclusion

Presented in this document is a new approach to simulations where an interface was

developed to allow two independent software program to communicate. Difficult prob-

lems that can not be solved by one software package may now be solvable through the

interface of two independent software packages together. Such as the case presented in the

control synthesis problem applied to the boost converter. PSCAD/EMTDC accurately

simulates the electrical elements of the circuit, and MAILAB with SIMULINK to solve

the control synthesis problem and provide an environment to test the results through simu-

lations. Interfacing of the two environments creates a mutual benefit to both programs.

The process of developing the interface first began with establishing a method that

would connect both software packages and then developing objectives for the interface.

These objectives were based on examining what each software developer incorporates

into their package and examining how the interface affects each program. Establishing the

objectives also led to its implementation and structure. In having two programs that are
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designed to execute independently, requires the seiection of one program to dominate the

other when using the interface. This domination is a necessity to maintain simulation syn-

chronization. Other issues in the development were the retention of memory and reduction

in the number of executable steps within the interface. This reduction was handled by

restructuring the subroutine and grouping all executable statements into the one routine

The advantages seen by establishing the interface were:

i) Choices in the type of modeling techniques available. PSCAD/EMTDC is limited

in its modeling capabilities to solving the instantaneous time values using hapezoidal inte-

gration. However SIMULINK has developed several solvers and is capable of modeling

elements in various formats, such as by their states or by a simple poiynomial. In interfac-

ing the two programs together the user now has the capability of selecting the most effi-

cient method to develop their model and then later integrate it into one software program.

ii) Decreases the development time. The decrease in simulation development is

accountable to the increase in available library components. The extra library components

translates into less programming and design of new models for a particular software pro-

gram.

These advantages are seen in the simulations presented in Chapter 5, where the control

synthesis routine is only available in MAILAB and requires extensive development to be

included into PSCAD. Implementing the controller as a state blocks in SIMULINK is a

straightforward procedure.
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If the interface was not utllized there would have been extensive programming to

implement the synthesis routine of Chapter 3 into PSCAD/EMTDC. Also there would be

the converting the output of the synthesis routine to a model format PSCAD/EMTDC can

process.

The disadvantages seen with the interface are:

i) Simulation time. In all examples shown the amount of simulation time required with

interface is several times higher than that of when the simulation is executed in one pack-

age.

ii) Ongoing support required in maintaining the interface. Since there are two indepen-

dent simulation programs there has to exist support for when either program undergoes a

version update.

In examining the response of the controller synthesized using the H- technique, it is

dependent on the model of the plant. In the SIMULINK simulation the results showed the

controller to be very effective in damping out disturbances that were induced into the sim-

ulation. However when the controller was applied to the electrical circuit simulated in

PSCAD/EMTDC the effectiveness of the controller decreased. In establishing the hybrid

simulation modifications to the control circuit were necessary to produce the switching

pulses of the IGBT, the duty cycle. Also the measurement feedback elements required the

d.c. components to be removed before the measured values can be applied to the control-

lers inputs. Overall through this application there was the ability to include unknowns into
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the design of the controller which make it an ideal tool, however the synthesizing tech-

nique is limited in the ability of how the circuit can be represented by its state values.

6.2 Recommendations

V/ith demonstrating the ability of an interface between two simulation program there

exists future work for the interface block. Part of work is in integrating the component

block into a reusable component. Although the block was designed with the intention of

becoming a library component, there is still the issue of selecting the number of inputs and

outputs. In its present state of development the component block has a minimum number

of two inputs/ouþuts. If the user requires one input or one output there would be an error

generated due to the method of defining the input/output variabie data. The inpuVoutput

variable names for the component block are defined as an affay. FORTRAN's compiler

however does not allow for declarin g an arîay variable with the index value of one. Thus if

there was only one inputs/outputs, the script within the component block needs to be

adjusted.

Other work is the amendment to applications for the interface block. In most cases the

interface is ideal in applications involving new techniques and theories. Or testing new

theories against applications already developed within one software package. It is also the

recommendation that after completing the study that validates the new technique or theory

it should be incorporated into the one package the user is accustomed to.

The last case example also shows the benefit of constructing a simulation under difFer-

ent platforms to test the effectiveness of the new method. In the case of the hybrid simula-
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tion where the electrical circuit was modeled using one package and the controller in

another, the results of the hybrid simulation showed that the controllers ability to remove

unwanted noise was different when the circuit is modeled using only one software pack-

age. The method of modeling and simulating the circuit are important as to mimic real

world devices where the performance in the simulation environment or the physical envi-

ronment produce similar results. Taking advantage of different models in different soft-

ware packages can lead to validation of the proposed method.

The final extension to the interface is the development of cases that involve electrical

components modeled in both programs. This condition may not be practical to implement

because there are several variables to account for such as the node voltages and currents

and how the component affects the nodal values during the simulated time step. The pro-

cess of how the interface will update the nodal value need to be explored and how

PSCAD/EMTDC will account for the electrical component modeled outside its program.

The inherent problems will be the format in parameters the model will require and the val-

ues that are returned.

The final recommendation deals with the H* algorithm and analyzing a condition

applied before synthesizing. In setting up the system one of the elements in the system

matrix was nulled. The element in the system matrix is the D22 elements corresponds the

control inputs to the feedback ouþuts. By nulling the matrix prior to the synthesis routine

the values of the controller was synthesized with the equations presented in Chapter 3.

However for the actual boost converter the system matrix D22 contains a value. In pro-

cessing the values withD22 the routine synthesized a controller however it contained high
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gain values by the factor 1023, andwhen simulated in the MATLAB environment the con-

troller was unstable. However in experimenting with the routine it was found that invert-

ing the D22matnx reduced the overali gain factor by a factor of 1016, and when this

controller was simulated in the SIMULINK environment the results showed the controller

stabilized the circuit. The future work in this area is understanding if the inversion of the

matrix is a special case, a class or problems or a general condition. This leads to applica-

tions where the ouþut of the synthesis routine can be applied mediately. In the case exam-

ple presented if the duty cycle order were to be adjusted a new controller can be

synthesized and applied immediately.
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APPENDIX A Derivation of Boost Converter
Circuit

From the given circuit in below.
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The method of averaging is based on the circuit is divided into the two conditions. When

the IGBT is on and when the IGBT is off Figures 3.1 and 3.2 respectively. From each of

the figures the appropriate state equations can be derived.
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Fig. 41. I IGBT ON

When the IGBT is on the following equations are valid.
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When the IGBT is on the following equations are valid
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To inculde the switching of the IGBT an average of the states are applied based on the

duty cycle 1181.

Basic State space average model
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State Space equations with Perturbed
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APPE¡.IDTX B MATLAB COdE

%
%IEEE Transactions on Power Electronics Vol.12, No.4, July 1997,P9677-683
%
%
o/o deftning circuit values
L:2.01 e-3 ; C:2200 e- 6; R:44; r:0. I ; rs:0. 1 ; rd:0. 1 ; rl:0.7 ;

Vin:12.0; Iout:O.O;
D:0.54;
%
%defining state matrix for different operations
41 :[-(rl+rs)/L 0;0 - 1 /(Cx(R+r))] ;

b1:[ 1/L 0;0 -R/(Cx(R+r))];
cl:[0 R/(R+r)];
d1:[0 -(Rxr)/(R+r)];
A2:[-((rl+rd+((r*R)/(R+r))))/L -R/(Lx(R+r)); R/(C*(R+r)) -1l(C*(R+r))];
62:11 lL (R*r)/(L* (R+r)) ; 0 -R/(C * (R+r))l ;

"2:l(R*r)/(R+r) 
R/(R+r)l ;

d2:[0 -(R*r)/(R+r)];
%
clearLCRrrsrdrl
%
YoDerjved values for the State Matrix\
A:D*Al+(1_D)*A2;
B1:D*b1+(1_D)rb2;
C1:D*c1+(1-D)*c2;
D11:Dxdl+(1-D)xd2;
%
% Defining steady state values and small signal analysis
w:fVin;Ioutl;

94
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Y:(-inv(A)*B1)*w;
32:(A 1 -42)*X+(b I -b?)*w ;

P 1 2:(c i -c2) *X+(d 
1 -d2)* w ;

%
clear Vin Iout w X
%
% included variables defined by choice of feedback
C2:lC1(1) C1(2);0 0l;
P21:[Dl 1(1) Dl 1(2);1 0];
D22:l-Dt2(1);01;
%
sys:pck(A, [B 1 B2], [C 1 ; C2], lD I 1 D l2;D2I D22l) ;
seesys(sys);
minfo(sys);
hinfnorm(sys);
%
%
Yoclear A1 bl cl dl A2b2 c2 dZD
%oclear A 81 B2 Cl C2 Dl1 D12 Dzl D22
%
%oWerght function
wl:nd2sys(ll 1 0],[1 700],i 0);
Yowp:nd2sys([700],[ 1 700], 1 );
w2:nd2sys([l 1 0],[1 700],1);
w3:nd2sys([l 700],[1 1 0],1);
%
systemnames:'sys wl w2 w3';
inputvar:'[Vin; Iout; control]';
ouþutvar:'[w3 ; sys(2); sys(3)]';
input to_sys:'[w1; w2; control]';
input to_w1:'¡VinJ'l
input to_w2:'[Iout]',
input to_w3:'[sys(1)]';
sysoutname:'sys ic';
cleanupsysl":'yes':
sysic;
minfo(sys_ic);

fk,clp]:hinfsyn(sys ic,2,1,0.1,J 0,0.01)
omega:logspace(- 1 ,6, I 00);

Iak,bk,ck,dk]=unpck(k) ;

clp_g:frsp(clp,omega) ;

vplot('liv,m',clp_g) ;

title('Frequency Response of closed loop system');
f,rgure

sys_5frsp(sys ic,omega);
vplot('liv,m',sys_g)
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title('Frequency Response of open loop system');
%
o/o Calculating the band pass filter for the controller input
%

Iaf,bf,cf,df]:butter(2,90,'hi gh','s') ;

Iafl ,bfl ,cfl ,dfl]:butter(2,800,'1ow','s');
o/olafl,bfl,cfl 

,dfl ]:butter(2,800,'lo\ry','s');
%
o/oclear wp wp2 wp3 ans clp clp_g omega sys sys_g sys_ic k
%
%IEEE Transactions on Power Electronics Yol.72, No.4, July 1997,Pg 677-683
%
Yo defining circuit values
L:2.0 I e-3 ; C:2200 e- 6; R:44; r:0. 1 ; rs:O. I ; rd:0. 1 ; rl:0.7 ;

Vin:12.0; Iout:O.0;
D=0.54;
%
%defining state matrix for different operations
41 :¡-(rl+rs)/L 0;0 -i /(C*(R+r))l ;

61:lT lL 0;0 -R/(C*(R+r))l;
cl:[0 R/(R+r)];
d1:[0 -(R*r)/(R+r)];
A2:[-((rl+rd+((r*R)/(R+Ð))yl -R/(L* (R+r)) ; R/(C* (R+r) - I /(C * (R+r))] ;

bz:ll lL (R*r)/(L * (R+r)) ;0 -R/(C * (R+r))l ;

"2: ¡(R*r)/(R+r) R/(R+r)l ;

d2:10 -(Rxr)/(R+r)l;
%
clearLCRrrsrdrl
%
o/oDenved values for the State Matrix\
A:D*41*(1-D)xA2;
B1:D*b1+(1_D)*b2;
C1:D*c1*(1-D)*c2;
Dl t:Dxd1+(1_D)*d2;
o/
70

% Defining steady state values and small signal analysis
w:fVin;Iout];
¡:(-inv(A)*81)xw;
32:(A 1 -42)*X+(b 1 -b2)*w;
¡ 1 2:(c1 -c2)*X+(d1 - d2)*w ;

%
clear Vin Iout w X
%
% included variables definded by choice of feedback
ç2:lC1(1) Cl(2);0 0l;
D21:[D1 1(1) Dl 1(2);1 0];
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D22:l-Dl2(1);01;
%
syslck(A, [B 1 B2], [C 1 ;C2], [D 1 1 D 12;D2I D22]);
seesys(sys);
minfo(sys);
hinfnorm(sys);
%
%oclear A1 bl cl dl A2 b2 c2 d2D
o/oclear A B1 B2 Cl C2 Dl1 D12 DzI D22
%
%Weight function
wl:nd2sys([1 10],[1 700],10);
o/owp=nd2sys([700],I I 700], I );
w2:nd2sys([1 I 0],[1 700],1);
w3:nd2sys([1 700],[1 1 0], 1);

%
systemnames:'sys wl w2 w3';
inputvar:'[Vin; Iout; control]';
outputvar:'[w3 ; sys(2); sys(3)]';
input to_syr:'¡wl; w2; control]';
input to_wl:'[Vin]';
input to_w2:'¡Ioutl'l
input to_w3:'[sys(1 )]';
sysoutname:'sys ic';
cleanupsys¡"='yes',
sysic;
minfo(sys ic);
[k,clp] :hinfsyn(sys_ic,2,1,0.T,7 0,0.01)
omega:logspace(- I ,6, 1 00);

Iak,bk,ck,dk]:unpck(k);
clp_yfrsp(clp, omega) ;

vplot('liv,m',clp_g) ;

title('Frequency Response of closed loop system');
figure
sys_gfrsp(sys_ic, ome ga) ;

vplot('liv,m',sys_g)
title('Frequency Response of open loop system');
%
o/o Calculating the band pass filter for the controller input
%

Iaf,bf,cf,df]:butter(2,90,'high','s') ;

Iafl ,bfl ,cfl ,dfl ]:butter(2,800,'low','s');
o/olafl,bfl,cfl 

,dfl 1:6,r1ter(2,800,'low','s');
%
Toclear wp wp2 wp3 ans clp clp_g omega sys sys_g sys ic k


